DARYL VANDENBOS, REMUDA BUILDING
CALGARY, CANADA

Congratulations to NFBA “Crew Foreman of the Month” for October, Daryl Vandenbos of Remuda Building in Calgary, Canada.

“Not everyone appreciates ‘true level’ or ‘straight lines’ and it was immediately apparent that Daryl shared our values.” says Remuda Building customer, Colin Monner. “Like our own, his equipment is warming up with the rising sun and he often works through meals to get the job done with work sometimes resuming late into the evening. The speed and quality of his work is outstanding.” Darryl is also a positive trainer guiding the newer fellow on his crew, Joe, along with seasoned worker, Dane, both of whom are also very experienced in construction. “We were even impressed by how clean the work sites have been kept with zero garbage or litter to be found. In fact, all scrap materials are separated into individual piles. We
have had a few days to inspect our new buildings and are continually impressed with the quality of craftsmanship. If there was ever a Foreman or Tradesperson who deserved a pat on the back, we would like to give Daryl a huge shout out. We could not be happier with our decision to build with Remuda.”

Daryl Vandenbos has been with Remuda for over 14 years. After growing up in small towns in both Manitoba and Ontario, Daryl finally found his home in Calgary. Along the way, Daryl completed his Journeyman Carpentry ticket while gaining experience on everything from high rise construction to home building. Daryl is a dedicated family man, with a wife and three daughters keeping him busy. Daryl also loves anything that can be called a sport and excels at baseball and hockey.